Blue Diamonds

By JACK CADDIGAN
and CHICK STORY

I have found a treasure,
Time might change the future.

Worth far more than gold
Take all joy away
Mine to have forever
Jewels of love un-

Told diary
Diamonds that nature gave me
Gave me to have and hold.

Still I will have one treasure
diamonds that live for aye.
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Chorus

Little blue diamonds heaven sent to me

Precious as can be,

and so wonderful to see

Tho' they are only little baby eyes

They are beacons on the road to Paradise.

Little blue
diamonds, all the world to me, Rarest of all

gems that shine God gave me Heaven's greatest

pleasure When He gave to me this treasure Those little blue

diamonds of mine mine.
"Now I Know"
A Fox-trot Ballad that sets a New Standard

"Good Night Dearie"
A Delicious Musical Morsel
Also Published as a Waltz
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